Gene targeting for somatic cell manipulation: rapid analysis of reduced chromosome hybrids by Alu-PCR fingerprinting and chromosome painting.
The techniques of reverse genetics rely heavily on parasexual methods for manipulating the human genome. However, the application of somatic cell genetics is severely limited by the availability of suitable endogenous selectable markers in the genome. We have addressed this problem by targeting a universally selectable marker into a predetermined region of the genome, using a stringent selection for homologous recombination. Correct gene targeting to human chromosome 7q11 was screened for by Southern blotting and confirmed by fluorescent in situ hybridization. Reduced chromosome 7 hybrids were generated by chromosome mediated gene transfer and selection for the neo gene. The resultant transgenomes were characterized by a combination of L1 fingerprinting, locus specific marker analysis, Alu-PCR and chromosome 'painting'. Alu-PCR and L1 'fingerprints' are complementary and mutually consistent. Chromosome 'painting' reflects and extends the results obtained for specific marker co-transfer. Thus Alu-PCR 'fingerprinting' and 'painting' combine to rapidly provide an accurate picture of transgenome content and complexity. Gene targeting, chromosome tagging and subsequent isolation can be applied to any region of the genome for which a molecular probe is available.